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**Question 54: The Distinctions among Habits**

| Article 1: Can there be many habits in a single power? | 356 |
| Article 2: Are habits distinguished by their objects? | 357 |
| Article 3: Are habits distinguished by good and bad? | 358 |
| Article 4: Is one habit constituted from many habits? | 359 |

**Question 55: The Essence of a Virtue**

| Article 1: Is a human virtue a habit? | 361 |
| Article 2: Is it part of the concept of a human virtue that it is a habit ordered toward operation? | 362 |
| Article 3: Is it part of the concept of a virtue that it is a good habit? | 363 |
| Article 4: Is the customary definition of virtue correct? | 364 |

**Question 56: The Subject of Virtue**

| Article 1: Does a virtue exist in a power of the soul as in its subject? | 367 |
| Article 2: Can a single virtue exist in two powers? | 368 |
| Article 3: Is the intellect the subject of any virtue? | 368 |
| Article 4: Can the irascible and concupiscible powers be the subject of any virtue? | 370 |
| Article 5: Can any virtue exist in the interior sentient apprehensive powers? | 372 |
| Article 6: Is the will the subject of any virtue? | 373 |
Question 63: The Cause of Virtue

Article 1: Does virtue exist in us by nature?  
Article 2: Can virtues be caused in us by the habituation of actions?  
Article 3: Are there other virtues infused in us by God besides the theological virtues?  
Article 4: Do the infused virtues differ in species from the acquired virtues?

Question 64: The Mean of the Virtues

Article 1: Do the moral virtues consist in a mean?  
Article 2: Is the mean of a moral virtue a mean that belongs to the things or a mean of reason?  
Article 3: Do the intellectual virtues consist in a mean?  
Article 4: Does a theological virtue consist in a mean?

Question 64: The Connectedness of the Virtues

Article 1: Are the moral virtues necessarily connected with one another?  
Article 2: Can the moral virtues exist without charity?  
Article 3: Can charity be had without the other moral virtues?  
Article 4: Do faith and hope ever exist without charity?  
Article 5: Can charity exist without faith and hope?

Question 66: The Equality of the Virtues

Article 1: Can a virtue be greater or lesser?  
Article 2: Are all the virtues in one and the same individual equally intense?  
Article 3: Are the moral virtues preeminent over the intellectual virtues?  
Article 4: Is justice the principal moral virtue?  
Article 5: Is wisdom the greatest of the intellectual virtues?  
Article 6: Is charity the greatest of the theological virtues?

Question 67: The Duration of the Virtues after this Life

Article 1: Do the moral virtues remain after this life?  
Article 2: Do the intellectual virtues remain after this life?  
Article 3: Does faith remain after this life?  
Article 4: Does hope remain after death in the state of glory?  
Article 5: Does anything of faith or hope remain in the state of glory?  
Article 6: Does charity remain after this life in the state of glory?

Question 68: The Gifts of the Holy Spirit

Article 1: Do the gifts differ from the virtues?  
Article 2: Are the gifts necessary for human salvation?  
Article 3: Are the gifts of the Holy Spirit habits?  
Article 4: Are the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit appropriately enumerated?  
Article 5: Are the gifts of the Holy Spirit connected?  
Article 6: Do the gifts of the Holy Spirit remain in heaven?  
Article 7: Is the dignity of the gifts preserved by the way they are enumerated in Isaiah 2?  
Article 8: Should the virtues take precedence over the gifts?
Question 69: The Beatitudes

Article 1: Do the beatitudes differ from the virtues and the gifts? 462
Article 2: Do the rewards attributed to the beatitudes belong to this life? 463
Article 3: Are the beatitudes appropriately enumerated? 464
Article 4: Are the rewards of the beatitudes appropriately enumerated? 467

Question 70: The Fruits of the Holy Spirit

Article 1: Are the fruits of the Holy Spirit named by the Apostle in Galatians 5? 469
Article 2: Do the fruits of the Holy Spirit differ from the beatitudes? 470
Article 3: Did the Apostle correctly enumerate the fruits in Galatians 5? 471
Article 4: Are the fruits contrary to the works of the flesh enumerated by the Apostle? 473

Question 71: Vices and Sins in Themselves

Article 1: Is vice contrary to virtue? 475
Article 2: Are vices contrary to nature? 476
Article 3: Is a vice, i.e., a bad habit, worse than a sin, i.e., a bad act? 478
Article 4: Can a vicious act, i.e., a sin, exist together with a contrary virtue? 479
Article 5: Does every sin involve an act? 480
Article 6: Is it correct to define a sin as "a word or deed or desire contrary to the eternal law"? 481

Question 72: The Distinctions among Sins

Article 1: Do sins differ in species according to their objects? 484
Article 2: Is it appropriate to distinguish spiritual sins from carnal sins? 485
Article 3: Are sins distinguished in species according to their causes? 486
Article 4: Is it appropriate to divide sin into sins against God, sins against one's neighbor, and sins against oneself? 488
Article 5: Does the division of sins according to the degree of guilt—as, e.g., when sin is divided into mortal sin and venial sin—make for a diversity of species? 489
Article 6: Do sins of commission differ in species from sins of omission? 490
Article 7: Is it appropriate to divide sins into sins of the heart, sins of the mouth, and sinful deeds? 492
Article 8: Do excess and defect make for diverse species of sin? 493
Article 9: Are vices and sins diversified in species by diverse circumstances? 494

Question 73: The Relation of Sins to One Another

Article 1: Are all sins connected? 496
Article 2: Are all sins equal? 497
Article 3: Does the gravity of sins vary according to their objects? 499
Article 4: Does the gravity of sins differ according to the dignity of the virtues to which the sins are opposed, in the sense that a graver sin is opposed to a greater virtue? 500
Article 5: Are carnal sins lesser faults than spiritual sins? 501
Article 6: Does the gravity of a sin have to do with the cause of the sin? 502
Article 7: Do the circumstances aggravate a sin? 503
Article 8: Is a sin's gravity increased by its doing greater harm? 504
Article 9: Is a sin aggravated by the status of the person who is sinned against? 506
Article 10: Does the greatness of the person who commits a sin aggravate the sin? 507
Question 74: The Subject of Sins

Article 1: Can the will be the subject of sin? ................................. 509
Article 2: Is the will alone a subject of sin? ................................. 510
Article 3: Can sin exist in the sentient appetite? ......................... 511
Article 4: Can a mortal sin exist in the sentient appetite? ............... 512
Article 5: Can sin exist in reason? ............................................. 513
Article 6: Does the sin of lingering pleasure exist in reason? .......... 514
Article 7: Does the sin of consenting to an act exist in higher reason? 514
Article 8: Is the act of consenting to the pleasure a mortal sin? ....... 516
Article 9: Can there be a venial sin in higher reason insofar as it directs the lower powers? 518
Article 10: Can a venial sin exist in higher reason with respect to itself, i.e., insofar as it examines the eternal conceptions? .......... 519

Question 75: The Causes of Sin in General

Article 1: Does sin have a cause? ............................................. 521
Article 2: Does sin have an interior cause? ............................... 522
Article 3: Does sin have an exterior cause? .............................. 523
Article 4: Is sin a cause of sin? .............................................. 524

Question 76: Ignorance as a Cause of Sin

Article 1: Can ignorance be a cause of sin? ............................... 526
Article 2: Is ignorance a sin? .................................................. 527
Article 3: Does ignorance excuse one totally from sin? .................. 528
Article 4: Does ignorance diminish a sin? ............................... 530

Question 77: The Sentient Appetite as a Cause of Sin

Article 1: Is the will moved by a passion of the sentient appetite? .... 532
Article 2: Can reason be overcome by a passion against its own knowledge? 533
Article 3: Should a sin of passion be called a sin of weakness? ......... 535
Article 4: Is love of self a source of every sin? ............................ 536
Article 5: Are ‘concupiscence of the flesh’, ‘concupiscence of the eyes’, and ‘pride of life’ appropriately posited as causes of sins? ............... 537
Article 6: Is a sin lessened by passion? .................................... 539
Article 7: Does passion totally excuse one from sin? ..................... 540
Article 8: Can a sin of passion be mortal? ............................... 541

Question 78: Malice as a Cause of Sin

Article 1: Does anyone sin purposefully or from fixed malice? ........ 543
Article 2: Does everyone who sins from a habit sin from fixed malice? 544
Article 3: Does everyone who sins from fixed malice sin from a habit? 545
Article 4: Does one who sins from fixed malice sin more gravely than one who sins from passion? ............................... 547

Question 79: God as a Cause of Sin

Article 1: Is God a cause of sin? ............................................. 549
Article 2: Is the act of sinning from God? .................................. 550
Article 3: Is God a cause of spiritual blindness and hardness of heart? 551
Article 4: Are spiritual blindness and hardness of heart always ordered toward the salvation of the one who is blinded or whose heart is hardened? 552
Question 80: The Devil as a Cause of Sin

Article 1: Is the devil a direct cause of a man's sinning? 554
Article 2: Can the devil induce a man to sin by instigating him interiorly? 555
Article 3: Can the devil impose a necessity for sinning? 556
Article 4: Do all of men's sins come at the devil's suggestion? 557

Question 81: Man as a Cause of Sin: The Transmission of Original Sin

Article 1: Is the first sin of the first parent transmitted to the others by way of origin? 559
Article 2: Are other sins of the first parent himself or of close ancestors likewise transmitted to their descendants? 561
Article 3: Does the sin of the first parent pass by way of origin to all men? 562
Article 4: Would someone who was miraculously formed out of human flesh contract original sin? 563
Article 5: If Adam had not sinned after Eve sinned, would their children have contracted original sin? 564

Question 82: The Essence of Original Sin

Article 1: Is original sin a habit? 566
Article 2: Are there many original sins in a single man? 567
Article 3: Is original sin concupiscence or disordered desire? 568
Article 4: Does original sin exist equally in everyone? 569

Question 83: The Subject of Original Sin

Article 1: Does original sin exist more in the flesh than in the soul? 571
Article 2: Does original sin exist in the soul's essence prior to existing in its powers? 572
Article 3: Does original sin infect the will prior to infecting the other powers? 573
Article 4: Are the powers mentioned in the introduction, [viz., the generative power, the concupiscible power, and the sense of touch], more infected than the other powers? 574

Question 84: One Sin as a Cause of Another Sin

Article 1: Is avid desire or covetousness the root of all sins? 576
Article 2: Is pride the beginning of every sin? 577
Article 3: Besides pride and avarice, are there any other sins that might be called capital sins? 578
Article 4: Should one claim that there are seven capital vices, viz., vainglory, envy, anger, sadness, avarice, gluttony, and lust? 579

Question 85: The Corruption of the Good of the Nature as an Effect of Sin

Article 1: Does sin diminish the good of the nature? 582
Article 2: Can the whole of the good of human nature be destroyed by sin? 583
Article 3: Is it appropriate to claim that there are wounds of the nature that follow from sin, viz., weakness, ignorance, malice, and concupiscence? 585
Article 4: Is the privation of mode, species, and order an effect of sin? 586
Article 5: Are death and other bodily defects the effects of sin? 587
Article 6: Are death and other bodily defects natural to man? 588

Question 86: The Stain of Sin as an Effect of Sin

Article 1: Does sin cause a stain in the soul? 590
Article 2: Does the stain remain in the soul after the sinful act? 591
Question 93: The Eternal Law

Article 1: Is the eternal law the highest conception or plan existing in God? 635
Article 2: Is the eternal law known to everyone? 636
Article 3: Does every law stem from the eternal law? 637
Article 4: Are necessary and eternal things subject to the eternal law? 638
Article 5: Are natural contingent things subject to the eternal law? 639
Article 6: Are all human affairs subject to the eternal law? 641

Question 94: The Natural Law

Article 1: Is the natural law a habit? 643
Article 2: Does the natural law contain many precepts or just one precept? 644
Article 3: Do all the acts of the virtues belong to the law of nature? 645
Article 4: Is there a single law of nature for everyone? 646
Article 5: Can the law of nature be changed? 648
Article 6: Can the natural law be wiped out of a man’s heart? 650

Question 95: Human Law

Article 1: Was it useful for laws to be made by men? 651
Article 2: Does every humanly made law stem from the natural law? 652
Article 3: Does Isidore appropriately describe the characteristics of positive law? 653
Article 4: Is Isidore’s division of human laws appropriate? 655

Question 96: The Force of Human Law

Article 1: Should human law be made in a general way or for particular cases instead? 657
Article 2: Should human law suppress all vices? 658
Article 3: Does human law command the acts of all the virtues? 659
Article 4: Does human law impose an obligation in conscience on a man? 660
Article 5: Is everyone subject to human law? 661
Article 6: Is one who is subject to the law permitted to act outside the letter of the law? 663

Question 97: Changes in Human Law

Article 1: Should human law in any way be changed? 665
Article 2: Should human law always be changed when something better comes along? 666
Article 3: Can custom acquire the force of law or nullify a law? 667
Article 4: Can the rulers of the people give dispensations from human laws? 668

Question 98: The Old Law

Article 1: Was the Old Law good? 670
Article 2: Was the Old Law from God? 671
Article 3: Was the Old Law given through the mediation of angels or was it given directly by God? 673
Article 4: Was it fitting for the Old Law to have been given only to the Jewish people? 674
Article 5: Were all men obliged to observe the Old Law? 675
Article 6: Was it appropriate for the Old Law to have been given at the time of Moses? 677
Question 99: The Precepts of the Old Law .................................................. 679
  Article 1: Does the Old Law contain just one precept? .......................... 679
  Article 2: Does the Old Law contain moral precepts? .......................... 680
  Article 3: Does the Old Law contain ceremonial precepts in addition to the
            moral precepts? ........................................................................ 681
  Article 4: Does the Old Law contain judicial precepts in addition to the moral
            and ceremonial precepts? ....................................................... 682
  Article 5: Are there any precepts contained in the Old Law in addition to the
            moral, ceremonial, and judicial precepts? ................................. 683
  Article 6: Was it right for the Old Law to have induced the observance of its precepts by
            temporal promises and threats? .................................................. 685

Question 100: The Moral Precepts of the Old Law ..................................... 687
  Article 1: Do all the moral precepts of the Old Law belong to the law of nature? 687
  Article 2: Do the moral precepts of the Law have to do with all the acts of the virtues? 688
  Article 3: Are all the moral precepts of the Old Law traced back to the ten precepts of the
            Decalogue? ............................................................................. 689
  Article 4: Are the precepts of the Decalogue correctly distinguished from one another? 691
  Article 5: Is there an appropriate number of precepts in the Decalogue? ........ 692
  Article 6: Are the precepts of the Decalogue correctly ordered? .................. 695
  Article 7: Are the precepts of the Decalogue set down in an appropriate way? .......... 697
  Article 8: Can dispensations be granted from the precepts of the Decalogue? ........ 699
  Article 9: Does the mode of virtue fall under a precept of the Law? .............. 700
  Article 10: Does the mode of charity fall under a precept of divine law? .......... 702
  Article 11: Is it correct to mark out moral precepts of the Law in addition to
              the Decalogue? .................................................................. 703
  Article 12: Did the moral precepts of the Old Law give justification [before God]? 705

Question 101: The Ceremonial Precepts of the Old Law in Themselves .......... 708
  Article 1: Does the reason for the ceremonial precepts lie in their having to do
            with the worship of God? .......................................................... 708
  Article 2: Are the ceremonial precepts figurative ..................................... 709
  Article 3: Was it right for there to be a multiplicity of ceremonial precepts? ...... 711
  Article 4: Are the ceremonies of the Old Law correctly divided into sacrifices,
            sacred things, sacraments, and observances? ............................ 712

Question 102: The Causes of the Ceremonial Precepts ............................... 715
  Article 1: Are there reasons for the ceremonial precepts? ......................... 715
  Article 2: Do the ceremonial precepts have literal reasons or only figurative reasons? 716
  Article 3: Can appropriate reasons be assigned for the ceremonies that involve
            sacrifices? ............................................................................. 717
  Article 4: Can appropriate reasons be assigned for the ceremonies that involve
            the sacred things? ................................................................. 723
  Article 5: Can appropriate reasons be assigned for the sacraments of the Old Law? 731
  Article 6: Are there reasoned causes for the ceremonial observances? .......... 742
Question 103: The Duration of the Ceremonial Precepts

Article 1: Did the ceremonies of the Law exist before the Law existed? 749
Article 2: Did the ceremonies of the Old Law have the power to confer justification at the time of the Law? 750
Article 3: Did the ceremonies of the Old Law cease with the coming of Christ? 752
Article 4: Can the ceremonial precepts be observed without mortal sin after Christ’s passion? 754

Question 104: The Judicial Precepts of the Old Law

Article 1: Does the nature of the judicial precepts consist in their directing a man in his relations with his neighbor? 757
Article 2: Are the judicial precepts figures of anything? 758
Article 3: Do the judicial precepts of the Old Law have perpetual binding force? 759
Article 4: Can the judicial precepts be divided into set kinds? 760

Question 105: The Reasons for the Judicial Precepts

Article 1: Did the Old Law give appropriate direction concerning the rulers? 762
Article 2: Were appropriate judicial precepts given with respect to the common life of the people? 764
Article 3: Were appropriate judicial precepts given with respect to outsiders? 772
Article 4: Did the Old Law issue appropriate precepts with respect to household members? 775

Question 106: The Law of the Gospel, called the New Law, in Itself

Article 1: Is the New Law a written law? 779
Article 2: Does the New Law confer justification? 780
Article 3: Should the New Law have been given from the beginning? 781
Article 4: Will the New Law last until the end of the world? 782

Question 107: The Relation between the Old Law and the New Law

Article 1: Is the New Law different from the Old Law? 785
Article 2: Does the New Law bring the Old Law to fulfillment? 787
Article 3: Is the New Law contained within the Old Law? 789
Article 4: Is the New Law more burdensome than the Old Law? 790

Question 108: The Contents of the New Law

Article 1: Should the New Law command or prohibit any exterior acts? 793
Article 2: Does the New Law give adequate direction to exterior acts? 794
Article 3: Does the New Law give man adequate direction with respect to interior acts? 797
Article 4: Is it appropriate for certain determinate counsels to be proposed in the New Law? 800
**Question 109: The Necessity for Grace**  
Article 1: Can a man have cognition of any truth without grace?  
Article 2: Is a man able to will and do good without grace?  
Article 3: Can a man love God above all things by just his natural power and without grace?  
Article 4: Can a man without grace fulfill the precepts of the Law by his own natural power?  
Article 5: Can a man merit eternal life without grace?  
Article 6: Can a man prepare himself for grace on his own without the exterior assistance of grace?  
Article 7: Can a man rise up from sin without the assistance of grace?  
Article 8: Is a man without grace able not to sin?  
Article 9: Is someone who has already received grace able on his own to do good and avoid evil without any further assistance of grace?  
Article 10: Does a man in the state of grace need the assistance of grace in order to persevere?  

**Question 110: The Essence of God’s Grace**  
Article 1: Is grace an entity of some sort in the soul?  
Article 2: Is grace a quality of the soul?  
Article 3: Is grace the same as a virtue?  
Article 4: Is it the essence of the soul that is the subject of grace?  

**Question 111: The Divisions of Grace**  
Article 1: Is grace appropriately divided into sanctifying grace and gratuitously given grace?  
Article 2: Is grace appropriately divided into operating grace and cooperating grace?  
Article 3: Is grace appropriately divided into prevenient grace and subsequent grace?  
Article 4: Does the Apostle appropriately distinguish the kinds of gratuitously given grace?  
Article 5: Is gratuitously given grace superior to sanctifying grace?  

**Question 112: The Cause of Grace**  
Article 1: Is God alone a cause of grace?  
Article 2: Is any preparation or disposition for grace required on the part of a man?  
Article 3: Must grace necessarily be given to someone who prepares himself for grace or who does what is within his power?  
Article 4: Is grace greater in one man than in another?  
Article 5: Can a man know that he has grace?
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